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Transport properties of a Si quantum dot at 4.2 K have been studied. A quantum dot is realized in
the inversion layer of a Si-MOSFET with a dual-gate sructure by introducing controllable tunnel
barriers in the nilrow channel. Periodic curent oscillations due to the single-electron charging
effect have been observed. With increasing tunnel barrier heights, Coulomb gaps appear in the/-Y
characteristics. Leakage cwrent in the Coulomb blockade regime is quantitatively desctibed in
terrns of the inelastic co-tunneling theory at frnite temperatures.

l. Introduction

Novel circuits and memories based on the Coulomb
blockade of single-electron tunneling have recently
been proposed and experimentally demonstrated. [1]
However, in such single-elecffon devices, the process of
simultaneous tunneling of different electrons across the
neighboring barriers, known as co-tunneling [2], gives
rise to a leakage current when the voltage is below the
Cou lom b- blockade threshold volrage, seriously limiting
device operation. This paper reports on co-tunneling
phenomena at 4.2K in a single quantum dot formed in
the inversion layer of a Si-MOSFET. We have observed
current oscillations resulting from the single-electron
charging effect, and found that the leakage current in the
Coulomb blockade regime varies linearly with bias volt-
age, which agrees well with the inelastic co-tunneling
theory [21.

2. Results and Discussion

The dual-gare strucrure [3] used in this study is
shown in Fig. 1. The source and drain (not shown) are n*
regions on a p'-Si substrate, placed 5 lrm apart. Both the
lower and upper gates are fabricated by electron beam li-
thography and chemical dry etching. The lower gate, on
l0-nm-thick SiO' forms a narrow inversion channel at
the SiO"-substrate interface and increases the electron
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density by applying a positive voltage. The negatively
biased upper gate with two arrns, insulated from the
lower gate by lO0-nm-thick SiQ, introduces potential
barriers below the arms and changes the one-dimen-
sional channel into a quantum dot by means of the field
effect.

Figure 2 shows typical lo-V*characteristics at 4.2
K when a quantum dot is formed in the channel. Current
oscillation due to the single-electron charging effect is
clearly seen. Peak positions are plotted in the inset of
Fig. 2. These plots form a straight line, which means

that the oscillation is periodic against Vrn. Since the
periodiciry LV*(= 13.8 mV) corresponds to the voltage
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Fig. 1 Dual-gate structure and a quannrm dot formed in ilre
channel.
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difference required to add a single electron in a dot, the

capacitan ce C, between the lower gate and the quantum

dot can be expressed as

Cr,= elLV* = L.2 x 10 -t7 F.

Assuming a l0-nm-thick gate oxide, the area of a dot is

calculated to be 3500 nmz, which indicates that the field
effect can confine electrons in a smaller region than the

geometrical area defined by the dual-gate structure. If
we consider a flat disk of an area of 3500 nm2, a self
capacitance of a dot C, is

Cs=8 €eor=0.9x10-r7F.

Therefore, the total capacitance of a dot C, is

C,r= Co * C s= 2.1 x 10 -t? F.

Thus, the charging energy of a quantum dot E atrV ro= -

4Vis

Ec = e2 / 2C o= 3.8 meV,

which is much larger than the thermal energy at4.2 K (=
0.36 meV) and is consistent with the observations of
Coulomb blockade phenomena at 4.2K.

Figure 3 shows the /, - V o characteristics using Vro

as a parameter. A Coulomb gup appears with increases

in V,,o (i.e., increases in the tunnel barrier height). The

e x trapol ated Cou lom b- blockade thre shold volt age V thc

when V ro= - 5.8 V is about 5 mV, as indicated by the

straight line in Fig. 3. In what follows, the leakage cur-

rent when V, is below V *c is discussed from the view-
point of co-tunneling. Inelastic co-tunneling [2] is
known to be the simultaneous tunneling of different
electrons across different barriers via virtual charged

states in the quantum dot, as is shown in Fig. 4,. This is

thought to be a dominant leakage mechanism when the

charging energy is sufficiently larger than the thermal

energy. It must be kept in mind that inelastic co-tunnel-

ing creates electron-hole excitations in the dot, as is

obvious in Fig. 4. Elastic co-tunneling [1] is thought to

be negligible in our case since the quantum dot is not

small enough.

The inelastic co-tunneling current in a two-barrier

system at low temperature is given by [2]

I.r.= (ztfDzv + ezV, (1)

Vp = 0.1 mV

Vg6=- 4Y
T = 4.2K
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Fig. 2 Ip -VtG characteristics : Current oscillation is due to

the single-elecron charging effect
Inset : Peak positions of the cunenl The snaight line shows
that the oscillation is periodic. The periodicity is 13.8 mV.
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Fig.3 IO -Vn characteristics : Coulomb gap becomes visible

u V Ucbecomes more negative. The Coulomb-blockade

threshold voltage Vrlrc isabout 5 mV when VUG=-5.8 V.
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Fig.4 Mechanism of inelastic co-tunneling.



where V and T are drain voltage and temperature, re-
spectively. To study the experimental data in terms of
Eq.(l), a logarithmic plot of Fig. 3 for VD>A3 mV is
shown in Fig. 5. When a quantum dot is formed (i.e.,
V ro= - 5.8 V), the data obtained at low voltages lie on a
straight line with a slope equal to 1, as is expected from
Eq. (l). With increases inVo, the slope becomes larger
than 1 over a particular voltage range, then returns to l.
This linear current at higher voltage agrces well with the
classical "orthodox theory" [1] of Coulomb blockade.
For quantitative discussion, the Io - Vo characteristics
for 0.3 mV <V, < 3 mV (= 0.6 V nc) are fitted by Eq. (1)
in Fig. 6. The experimental data are fined well by Eq.
(l) giving T - 6.9 K. The higher effecrive remperature
extracted from the experiment is thought to be due to the
electron-hole excitations created during inelastic co-
tunneling in the quantum dot, as shown in Fig. 4.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown a crurent oscillation
at 4.2 K caused by the single-electron charging effect in
a quantum dot formed in the inversion layer of a Si-
MOSFET with a dual-gate structure. When the tunnel
barrier height is increased, Coulomb gaps become vis-
ible. Moreover, when the bias voltage is far below the
Coulomb-blockade threshold voltage, the current
changes linearly with bias voltage, which agrees well
with the co-tunneling theory at finite temperatures. The
higher temperature extracted from the experimental re-
sults is attributed to the electron-hole excitations in-
duced during inelastic co-tunneling.
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Fig. 5 Loe(Id - Loefid curves of Fig. 3 for Vp > 0.3 mV.
Linear dependence of Ip onVp is seen at low voltages even

when a quantum dot is formed (i.e.,Vg6 = -5.8 V) . Lines
with a slope equal to I are drawn as guides.
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Fig.6 Fit of /p -Vpcharacteristics wittr Eq. (l) . Closed

circles denote the experimental results.
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